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An interdisciplinary exploration of the fascination with technology and intimacy!!
Conceived by Ryan Belock and Kristen Weller!!

April 13-17, 2015 
SAC Black Box Theatre 

University of Texas at Austin 
Part of the Cohen New Works Festival presented by Broadway Bank!!!

Exploring loneliness, community, and intimacy through the medium of visual, au-
ral, and corporeal relationships with projections, music, and text, RE/CONNECT 
asks what is a right relationship to technology? In an era of intense interfacing 
with i-devices and avatar identities, this interdisciplinary performance prioritizes 
what the performing arts contribute to understanding the relationship of humans 
to each other, both on screen and off. Where does a human find their identity in 
an increasingly digital world? MIT psychologist Sherry Turkle posits, “We are 
lonely, but afraid of intimacy.” !
Does the internet, smartphones, and infinite apps deprive us of our humanity? Do 
social networks deprive the people who use them of a fuller knowledge of human 
intimacy? These vignettes and narratives of music, movement, and media aim to 
explore concepts of human-to-technology relationships, communication, and to 
deepen our understanding of how humans connect. 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RE/CONNECT!
An interdisciplinary exploration of the fascination with technology and intimacy!!

RE/CONNECT 
April 13-17, 2015 
SAC Black Box Theatre 
University of Texas at Austin 
Part of the Cohen New Works Festival presented by Broadway Bank !
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Ryan Belock!
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Hallie Ward 
  
Musicians: 
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Co-Producer/Costume Designer: Kristen Weller!
Co-Producer/Projection Designer: Ryan Belock!
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Choreographer: Hallie Ward 
Composer: Ammon Taylor 
Associate Composer: Jenna Wright 
Lighting Designer/PD Engineer: Matt Smith 
Playwrights: Lydia Blaisdell, Joanna Garner, Kristi Rice, Eva Suter 
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Advisors: 
Costume Technology: Jim Glavan 
Projection Design: Sven Ortel 
Acting: Quetta Carpenter 
Research: Megan Alrutz 
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RE/CONNECT ABSTRACT!
Exploring loneliness, community, and intimacy through the medium of visual, aural, and corporeal relationships with pro-
jections, music, and text, RE/CONNECT asks what is a right relationship to technology? In an era of intense interfacing 
with i-devices and avatar identities, this interdisciplinary performance prioritizes what the performing arts contribute to 
understanding the relationship of humans to each other, both on screen and off. Where does a human find their identity in 
an increasingly digital world? MIT psychologist Sherry Turkle posits, “We are lonely, but afraid of intimacy.”!
Does the internet, smartphones, and infinite apps deprive us of our humanity? Do social networks deprive the people who 
use them of a fuller knowledge of human intimacy? These vignettes and narratives of music, movement, and media aim to 
explore concepts of human-to-technology relationships, communication, and to deepen our understanding of how humans 
connect.! !!!!!
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RE/CONNECT!
An interdisciplinary exploration of the fascination with technology and intimacy!!

PRE SHOW!
________________________________________________________________!
The audience enters a room with a looming tablet that swipes through the internet. Expert ‘vloggers’ (video-bloggers) 
appear and impart their wisdom to whoever’s watching. We see a large text heading “Internet-i-quette” on top of the fol-
lowing entries:!!
! If you’re dating someone, you’re required to like their new profile picture.!!
! Never write a Facebook status long enough to require a “see more” click.!!
! The safest cover photo is you with a group of people.!!
! Your snapchat story should never be longer than 60 seconds.!!
! Don’t argue with your parents on Facebook.!!
! If your Instagram photo has less than 11 likes, take it down.!!
! Knock on my door, don’t text me “i’m here”!!
! Never like your own picture. Anywhere. Ever.!!
! Don’t over hashtag.!!
! Don’t reply with “k”.!!
! IF you are in a long term relationship and you change your profile picture everyone thinks you broke up!!
! Be wary of the like button when Facebook stalking!!
! Don’t hashtag “hashtag”. !
! !
“THE ABSOLUTE TOP ABREVS TO LIVE BY ACCORDING TO THIS AUTHOR” suddenly appears as the heading over 
the following entries: !!
! DAB - Drunk ass bitch (or Down ass bitch)!!
! SMH - Shake my head!!
! TTFN - Tata for Now!!
! SOML - Story of My Life!!
! On pointe - on fleek!!
! BGBS - Bitches get back seat!
! !
! YAAAAS!!
! Totes def!
! !
! Check my snap!!
! Troll - punk!!
! BAE or BB - !!
! Grexting - Group Texting!
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!
! YOLO - You Only Live Once!!
! GTFO - Get The Fuck Out!!
! BFFLs!!
! AF - as fuck!!
! DTF - down to fuck!!
! Twinsies!!
! Boo-thang!!
! Turn Up!!
! Turnt!!
Suddenly, a girl walks out with her computer like she’s been mindlessly watching all of the videos for far too long. It’s time 
to stop. She closes her laptop and the video shuts off.! !!
CELL PHONE SYMPHONY (Pt. 1)!
________________________________________________________________!
Everything stops and it seems the first scene will begin. A person tells the crowd to silence their phones; marimba cell-
phone symphony happens. The person gets frustrated that they cannot locate where the cell phone ringing is coming 
from. The ringing stops. We’ll hear more of this symphony later…"!
Good Evening/Afternoon and welcome to RE/CONNECT! !!

Invites audience to clap"!
Thank you all for coming today. We have a fantastic show for you. But…before 
we begin, we would ask that you turn off all phones and electronic devices, so as 
to not distract the actors or other audience members. !!
Thank you again! And enjoy the show!!!

phone rings"!
Ooops! Looks like we’ve got a few stragglers here (laughs)…you just shut that off 
and I’ll….!!

walks away"!
phone rings"!

Turn off all electronic…!!
phone rings"!

Turn…!
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!
phone rings"!

Enjoy the show.!!
OVERTURE!
________________________________________________________________!
Giant tablet scrolls through YouTube clips, email, websites, Facebook, common online activities, perhaps some auto cor-
rect conversation fails, scroll across the device. We see signs of people logging on, creating profiles, social avatars, 
choosing their identity, choosing false identities, everyone wants to view many things online and be viewed many ways 
online. Eventually the media narrows on two social profiles and their conversation begins…"!!
LONG DISTANCE!
________________________________________________________________!
Two partners occupy separate areas of the stage through this. They’re each somewhat engaged in various tasks, but also 
on their phones. We see the text on the projection screen. Or do they say it out loud? The sounds and silence of texting. 
Maybe this conversation already started during the overture?"

Michael!
Thinkin about u!!

Emily!
Sorry it took me so long to reply!
What’s up?!!

Michael!
(…) that dot thing that means someone is typing...for a while!!

Emily!
Love you!!

Michael!
Just missing u!
 ;-)!!

Emily!
Break’s over :( !
Still on for later?!!

Michael!
Hell yeah!!!!

Emily!
Don’t fall asleep in class!
Again !
=P!!
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Michael!
Got literally a gallon of coffee!
:/ 
See u tonite <3!!

Emily!
cant wait !
:-* (kissy face or face with hearts for eyes)!!

A transition with movement or something."!
Michael!

@twittergirla This dog looks exactly like your brother. Tell!
me it’s not true.!

Emily!
@twitterboyb Buzzfeed’s 20 Dogs That Fail at Life!

Michael !
@twittergirla (Dog picture)!!

They switch to texting because this is getting too hawt for twitter."!
Emily!

(picture of a small dog)!!
Michael !

(picture of a dog in a hat)!!
Emily !

(cartoon dog picture)!!
Michael !

(dog in bathing suit picture)!!
Emily!

(Nick Offerman holding a handful of bacon)!!
Michael!

I surrender.!!
Emily!

Trump card =P!
<3!
!

Another transition. We’re into sexytime Skype date."!
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Michael!
Can you hear me? I can’t hear you. Lemme reset my internet.!
!

Emily!
Hi babe. How’s your week going?! !

His video cuts out"!
Emily!

Oh. I lost you.!!
She can goof around and make faces into the Skype mirror. She’s got a beer."

Meanwhile he is furiously messing with his laptop to fix the internet. His internet 
returns. She’s making a very silly Mick Jagger faces while dancing about to Miss 

You by The Rolling Stones."

Emily!
Hear that song?!!!

Michael!
Can you hear me now?!!

Emily!
Yeah. It’s Miss You. Get it?!!!

Michael!
Yeah. I can’t hear it though. It sounds funny.!!

Emily!
Oh shit. Okay.!!

She turns off the music."!
Michael!

How was your day?!!
Emily!

Same chapter different day!!
Michael!

Yeah, livin the dream!!
Emily!

Actually, the printer broke and I fixed it.!
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I feel so fucking handy.!
Do you see these muscles?!!

Michael!
I see ‘em!!

Emily!
Yeah, you like that?!!

Michael!
Mayyybe.!!

Emily!
How’s what’s-his-face?!
Still got a baton up his ass?!!

Michael!
Of course. He’s maestro.!!

Emily!
Oh poor guy.!!

Michael!
Will you read me your copy of The Dubliners?!
I wanna hear those dirty passages you got highlighted.!!

Emily!
Next time.!!

Michael!
Dang!!

Emily!
For real, how was class?!!

Michael!
I’ve still got my composition due tomorrow so I can’t talk long.!!

Emily!
So let’s do this.!!
" " She presses a button."
" " Miss You comes on loud. They have a Skype dance party & dance "
" " " around for each other’s amusement."
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" " Michael’s music is playing too, but a few seconds behind. It’s 
charming & " " " goofy."
" " After a moment: a bang on Michael’s wall.!!

Michael’s Roommate !
(offstage)!

Dude. Cut it out. I’m trying to watch Walking Dead.!!
Michael!

Sorry.!
Makes a face.!!

Emily!
Love you.!!

Michael!
Love you too.!!

Emily!
Oh! I bought my ticket today.!!

Michael!
Awesome.!!

Emily!
67 days!!!

Michael!
We can do it.!!

Emily!
Goodnight.!
I’ll text you after lunch.!

Michael!
Sweet dreams.!!

TRANSITION: !
A big hand swipes all contents off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next episode."!

LEVELS OF INTIMACY!
________________________________________________________________!
A living diagram tracks through different levels of communication. Bodies transform their bodies in order to tableau from 
one level to the next. A projected boundary box and surroundings fade from one level to the next to support the necessary 
environment changes. A voice narrates the text that is projected large over the !!

NARR."
(In an almost Siri-like voice)"
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There are several levels of intimacy one may choose when deciding to interact 
with another human being.!!
Level 1: Twitter!!
Level 2: Facebook Status!!
Level 3: Snap Chat!!
Level 4: Facebook Message!!

Seque to…!
CLOSING THE BOOK (Pt. 1)!
________________________________________________________________!
It’s time to quit Facebook…for now. The following message is projected in real-time as it is delivered as a comedic mono-
logue."!

Miranda!
Hello World,!!
Starting today I will be Departing from Facebook for a while. Now, now don’t cry 
I’ve come to this decision over lots of self-reflecting and soul searching (yoga you 
know). You see there comes a time in your life when you must look at where you 
are, and where you want to go, and I’ve come to that point.!
I need a change.!!
Yours,!
Forever and Always,!

(Smile and Wink)"!
Miranda!

(False Exit)"!
But if you need me, as I know some of you might, I will be using the Facebook 
messenger app, so I won’t really be THAT far away. Also, if anything monumental 
happens, I will just HAVE to post about it, for you all have to know about it. BUT I 
will NOT be posting regularly. I really do need the “cleanse” from Facebook.!!

(Looks to one audience member)"!
Since you don’t know me, I use to post a lot in the past, hehe… A Lot.!
Yours,!
Forever and Always,!!

(Smile and Wink)"!
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Miranda !!
TRANSITION: !

A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 
episode."!!

NEWS ITEMS!
_______________________________________!
Poetry that finds itself into the internet space. Perhaps overlaps with movement."

Rupert Murdoch  
and the speakers 
in the newsroom 
playing the sound of typewriters typing for people who did not grow up writing on 
typewriters!

this projected nostalgia  
via technology 
no one here has ink on there hands everyone pushing in ear buds against the 
clackety clack!

the dot dot dot 
in the circle  
the messenger says you are typing you are typing  
the dot dot dot 
hanging vacant 
all of this promising  
you have something to say 
and I am waiting  
in peculiar anxiety 
like staring at a pot 
about to boil!

TRANSITION: !
A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 

episode."!
CALLING CARDS!
or!
let's take a second and think about calling cards!
not as a metaphor !
but as a physical object!
By Eva Suter!
________________________________________________________________!
futuristic reflections on technological advances; Movement monologue? Pre-filmed!!
the purposed thing they were back in the day !
when their were not telephones!
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or wires really!
I'm pretty sure!
but not sure there were not wires!
maybe they coexisted with telegrams!
but not many people would have one!!
when did they start using telegrams?!
and when did homes get electricity so that it was!
much easier to stay up all night !
reading a book!
or talking to someone who was there!
or writing letters and novels in letters!
there were a lot of novels made out of letters!
but when did the telephone come in so in?!
in all the artificial light you!
could sit and talk the hours away the miles away!
into the unending night!!
hen did they put in the TVs?!
but that doesn't matter as much and when !
was the computer? and the internet!
and at some point before the electric type writer was very important!
and then everyone talked in blocky green letters and at that point it was !
a pretty limited club like the people with the telegrams!
everyone else was still talking on their phones!
checking messages on answering machines !
with funny messages recorded celebrity impersonations there were !
miniature cassette tapes full of celebrity impersonations to use as !
the outgoing message on your answering machine coming home the red light 
blinking !!
somewhere green text blinking and all the blinking like the 12:00 12:00 12:00 !
the microwave clock because the storm last night and the power went out when  !
was it that they outlawed power? that was after and the people with !
the answering machines and the doctors and drug dealers with !
the beepers would flash numbers and tell them secret things in code!
on the computers everything was going to be in code and the same with the cell 
phones which were bricks and fit neat in your pocket and were so small and not 
as small and there was talking to people who were not at the grocery store at the 
grocery store there was calling people at work and at the store and hitting the 
keys so many times to send letters post cards the codes that were promised on 
the internets and video phones like the Jetsons? you could make a cutout 
version of your face if you wanted cam girls to see the best side of you and when 
did they outlaw electricity? !!
when was that? when was the last time letters were written on paper instead of 
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whispered into bottles and  tied to the backs of rats? when did you have to start 
tipping the rats?  when did that happen, right? and the calling cards tied to the 
feet of sparrows to invite the neighbor over for daylight conversation before 
sunset and curfew and nights used to be so long, right? when did they invent the 
cards? calling cards faces on them smiling the details of the message taken in 
messages of sent? and   pheromones? when was it that they used to speak? 
when did we start these pheromones? I heard they used to speak with mouth 
and type with fingers and never even heard of light color-coded mists like our 
grandfathers had!!
I heard they didn't even have properly developed antennas that's just a story!
I'm sending my sent message and you'll know by the warmth in your center and !
you will come here and share stories about the larvae and hive life oh hive life 
how did anyone get by before the hives what was this static energy that they 
banned and the codes we don't even have to pheromone anymore we know each 
other so well!!
we can just bask in each other's electromagnetism!!

TRANSITION: !
A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 

episode."!!
TWITTERVERSE!
________________________________________________________________ !
Small group and/or monologue scrolls through the most current trending topics and headlines of the day (yes, the exact 
day of the performance!) A human (or few) will attempt to deliver the wealth of information that Twitter offers all in one 
breath (phew!)! !
TRENDING:!
Current Trending Tweets, hashtags, and Facebook news delivered at an inhumanly fast 
pace.!!

All disperse with:"!
BREAKING: Matthew McConnaughey is handing out free Gordoughs donuts @ UT 
SAC!!! #Yummy!!!
CLOSING THE BOOK (Pt. 2)!
________________________________________________________________!
They’re still here…"!

Miranda!
I just wanted to update y’all on my progress, because I know it has been a while. 
I’ve been getting a few Facebook message, and I wanted to like you know, I 
MISS YOU TOO!!
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Anyways, my “cleanse” is going beautifully. I feel as though I am getting 
so much done. They always say it is more about the process then the finally re-
sult and I feel like I understand that now. It speak to my inner… aura… I don’t 
know if you can tell but I am glowing right now. Without Facebook I feel like a 
new person, but don’t worry I am still me! !
Yours, 
Forever and Always, 

(Smile and Wink) 
Miranda`12 !

TRANSITION: !
A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 

episode."!!
WRITER’S BLOCK"
________________________________________________________________"
Two actors stand far apart from each other, facing the audience, both staring intently at their phones. They never send a 
full conversation, just struggle with what they might say. We see their text message edits projected larger than life. Un-
bearable silence."!!

ONE!
hey!

Sends it. We see it displayed as a sent message.!!
TWO"

hi!
Sends it. We see it displayed as a sent message."

what’s up?!
Sends it. We see it displayed as a sent message."!

ONE!
not much!

Sends it. We see it displayed as a sent message. Starts typing again. "
The agonizing “…” displays on their side of the sent messages.!

i love you. !
Deletes it. The text was never sent. This goes on…!!

TWO!
Starts typing again. "

The agonizing “…” displays on their side of the sent messages.!
i want to fuck you.!

Deletes all except “I want to.” Tries to find the perfect end of the sentence.!!
ONE!
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i want to go down on—!
Deletes all except “I want to.” Tries to find the perfect end of the sentence.!!

TWO!
make love—!

Deletes it.!!
ONE!

lick every part of—!
Deletes it.!!

TWO!
tie you up and—!

Deletes it.!!
ONE!

hold your hand—!!
TWO!

take you for ice cream—!!
Pause."!

They both delete all except “I want to.”"!
Pause."!
ONE!

get coffee!
Deletes it.!!

TWO!
so walking!

Deletes it."!
ONE"

sit quietly, saying nothing!
Deletes it."!

TWO!
just be in the same room. On the same block. !

Deletes it.!!
(frustrated, bursts out)"

How do I…?!
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!
ONE!

(out loud)"
I don’t know what to say!!

clears text."
types again."

not much!
Sends it."!
Pause."!
TWO!

cool!
Sends it."!

TRANSITION: !
A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 

episode."!
SHUT DOWN!
________________________________________________________________!
A personal relationship needs to be shut down."

Large face talks on the tablet"
You know that friend that seems to know everything and everyone, but doesn't 
seem to know anything about you?  

Projection cuts to real person, standing in a pedestrian area. People walking about at 
normal tempo."

So, I'm having problems with a friend like this, and I can't seem to shut him off. I 
mean, he once was the apple of my eye, but now I feel disconnected from him. 
You know what I mean? I see him every day and I rely on him too much. I mean, 
I really appreciate him always being there to back me up, but he monitors every-
thing I do. I think I need to just get away from him for a while. 
Suddenly everything in the world slows down. Very slow. Our speaker remains at a nor-

mal tempo. Focus has shifted."
Okay. Confession time: I just realized that this is an unhealthy relationship, but I 
think recognition is the first healthy step towards dealing with the problem. I ig-
nore his basic needs and complain when he does anything wrong even though 
he is literally always there for me. !
He's my social outlet, and my comfort when I'm bored. He is always willing to 
help me with my homework, yet most of the time we just end up on Facebook or 
tumblr, and then I get angry blame him when I realize I'm behind. !
You know? He's one of those guys who are well-informed and well-connected, 
but he literally has no filter. Almost every night he interrupts my work to warn me I 
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use him too much and he's running out of energy to keep up with me. One time 
he even notified me that too much of my life is pouring into his space. !
It makes me feel so isolated when we spend hours alone together and we don't 
actually get anything done. And I know I'm not the only one who complains about 
how slow he can get, even though he's always eager to be kept up to date. I 
don’t know what his deal is! Look, I know I'm not giving him enough credit for 
what he's worth. When we're together we do plenty of fun things 

Suddenly everyone resumes moving normal tempo."
 like iMessage, iChat, iWeb, iPhoto, iMovie, iBook, iPad, iPod, but for goodness 
sake, Mac, I’m losing my mind, I think it’s time we unplug. !

TRANSITION: !
A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 

episode."!
LONELY!
________________________________________________________________!
What does it mean to be lonely? Michael’s voice is heard. Emily dances a solo. This is her true passion over writing. Other 
voices take over the delivery of the text through video clips."!
Lonely was not the name of a dragon who hid in shadows and grabbed at people 
when they were off by themselves and not in human company!!
Lonely was not a mist that rolled through the city consuming cats and dogs and 
little old ladies into its fog!!
Lonely was not a child with black deep eyes and a smile like carved out of soap 
Lonely was not their papery little hand offered!!
Lonely was not the rabid beast city sprawling!!
Lonely was not a poison poured into the soup!!
Lonely was not the threat letter of an asylum bound madman now missing!!
Lonely was not the name engraved on the knife!!
Lonely was not the brand of the bullet!!
Lonely was not the key ingredient to the ice cream cake!!
Lonely was not the backyard pool with no railings!!
Lonely was not hot dogs fed to toddlers!!
Lonely was not the voice you hear on the wind sometimes!
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Though you're kind of sure it was!!
Lonely was not the shade of light from the TV screen!
The subtle pulsations of color from the you tube channel!
The girl in all those pictures !
So many pictures!!
Lonely might have been the girl!
In all those pictures!
So many pictures!!
The girl and the partner !
And the dog and the child!
The letter never sent back in the days when letters were sent often !!
Lonely was not a flavor of novelty ice cream!!
Lonely was the taste of envelope glue!!
Lonely was the smudge of ink on the hand!!
Lonely was the forgetting of all the calls to be made!
Lonely was lunches and coffees never had!!
And the pictures of that girl!
And the taste of envelope glue!!
And the in that one picture !
The one with the dog !
That she still looks like a girl!
Who might have loved you !
In middle school!
High school!
That temporary job!
That cross town bus that one time!!
Lonely was not the cartoon cat!
And lonely was not bulleted lists!
Lonely was not the video clips of knife sharp wit!!
But all of it tasted like envelope glue!!
Back when you sent letters!
And lonely is the dragon!
And lonely is the beast!
And lonely is the channel video shorts and fascinating lists!
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And lonely is the hole !!
And where the time went!
And where the girl went!
And where the screen light gets pulled toward!
Giant soup bowl black hole !
And the endless pictures!
Going back far!
And far !
And forever!!

TRANSITION: !
A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 

episode."!!
LEVELS OF INTIMACY!
________________________________________________________________!
Continued !

NARR."
(In an almost Siri-like voice)"

There are several levels of intimacy one may choose when deciding to interact 
with another human being.!!
Level 5: Email!!
Level 6: Text Message!!
Level 7: Letter!!
Level 8: Phone Call!!
Level 9: Video Chat!

immediately segue into"!
FACE TIMES!
________________________________________________________________ !
Two sets of people have the same conversation on Skype: 1 is an annoyed teenager waiting for a role/scholarship/good 
news, or a hopeful expecting spouse awaiting news about the sex of their baby with 2 their mother or deployed partner."!

Video window opens"!
1!

Hi!!
2 (mother) fumbles with FaceTime; (spouse) is in a grainy video window"!
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2!
Hi!!

1!
I can’t hear you!!

2!
Hello? Here, let me move, maybe that will help?!!

1!
That’s better/that’s not better/there/wait, go back…now I can’t see you!!

2!
Better? Did I get it?!!

1!
Yes!!

2!
okay, hi!!

1!
Hi!!

2!
How are you?!!

1!
Same old same old, you know?!!

2!
Oh No news?!!

1!
Not yet!!

2!
Oh Maybe soon!!

1!
I’m just waiting !!

2!
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It will happen!!
1!

I know What about you?!!
2!

Oh, it’s still hot here!!
1!

Sounds terrible!!
2!

Can’t complain, I guess. What are you doing this weekend?!!
1!

Going out with the gang!!
2!

That sounds fun!!
1!

Yeah, hopefully How about you?!!
2!

Like you said, same old same old!!
1!

I see!!
2!

I love you!!
1!

Love you too!!
2!

Let me know what you find out!!
1!

As soon as I do!!
2!

Bye!
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!
1!

B—!
video cuts out. Immediately cut off by the MC"!

Cell Phone Symphony (Pt. 2)!
________________________________________________________________!
The cell phone ringing comes back. Our announcer from the previous cell phone announcement returns from backstage, 
chastising the audience and clearly frustrated the ringing has returned and will not shut off. The announcer takes a phone 
away from another person on stage, leaving them isolated, by themselves, without any technology. The ringing persists 
and evolves into a beautiful symphony. Movement and marimba cell phone tones create a beautiful cacophony of sound, 
movement, and builds from this first scene of loneliness to a large community."!
Finally, after the 4th Cell phone ring interruption…"

MC!
(after attempting to stay cool under pressure as cell phones  have erupted in 

sound)"
Leave them at home!!!! I'm making a radical assertion. People who love 
Theatre...do not drag your friends along. Leave them at home and tell them they 
are NOT ALLOWED to come with their cell phones which they check at their 
chests during the show. The fifteen people in the audience tonight who just had 
to talk to someone else lit up the house sporadically all night. Little cracks of ig-
norant lightning in a storm of disrespect. Not to mention the full on video game 
the child was allowed to play to keep her occupied during the "boring play". Keep 
it at the movies if you must... Ruin that medium if you must.... But get off our play 
ground or in the words of the lord, stay the hell out of my temple!!!!!

The ringing echoes back, and turns into a symphony and all is transformed 
through music and movement, resolving in a beautiful community of people…The 

MC is defeated."!
TRANSITION: !

All exit except…"!
RUDE!
________________________________________________________________!
Two people are waiting for a bus. Each is on their phone. One puts their phone away and addresses the other."!

1!
Um, excuse me, hi…What is there to eat around here?!!

2 Starts putting phone away, opens mouth to speak, is interrupted by:"!
Siri!

I’ve found 6 restaurants within walking distance.!!
2 opens mouth to speak, is interrupted by:"!

Siri!
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Eight more within a two mile radius.!!
1!

Oh…haha, I suppose. Do you have a favorite?!!
2 opens mouth to speak, is interrupted"!

Siri!
Here is a list of highest rated restaurants in your area by price.!!

1!
Oh. That’s…yeah. That’s handy. Thanks. !!
" " " Awkward pause, both return to their phones. "!

1!
(tries again) !

So how about this weather? !!
Siri!

It is currently 82* and sunny in Austin Texas.!!
1!

(increasingly annoyed) !
What about them Longhorns?!!

2 tries to speak, is spoken over"!
Siri!

The University of Texas at Austin Longhorns have a season record of 6-7.!
! ! ! ! ! !

Pause"!
1!

How are you feeling today? !
2 Opens mouth…"!

Siri!
Michael’s Sleep Cycle app indicates he woke up in a neutral mood 45 minutes !
! ago and his Facebook status says “Waiting for the bus with some awk-
ward chick.”!
! !

1 & 2 blink at each other. Bus sound indicates arrival. Lights go out.!!
TRANSITION: !
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A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 
episode."!

CLOSING THE BOOK (Pt. 3)!
________________________________________________________________!
A video entry this time. It interrupts the space"!

Miranda!
Hi, me again.!

Some of you feel that this change seem sudden, but not really. If you know 
me you know I need this change, this dynamic ground shaking turn of events to 
spice my life up. I know it is hard for some of you to understand, but sometimes 
we have to be willing to break out of these...umm… shells we place ourselves in 
and we need to SHAKE THINGS UP! LIKE T-SWIZZLE!!
! And this is just how I am doing that.!

(smile)"
! I’ll still be around, so don’t forget me… But for now. I am signing off.!
Yours, !
Forever and Always!

(Smile and wink)"
Miranda! !
SUPER TEXT COUNTDOWN: There’s a count down of the days till they (A & B) 
see each other next, starting at 67. This count down can start during the vi-
gnettes as needed or can happen here. This time lapse may include an Insta-
gram scroll, daily internet activities, perhaps some physical manifestations of the 
way technology works with our bodies!!
ROMANZA !
________________________________________________________________!
Emily & Michael begin on opposite sides of the stage and gradually get closer through this. Their clothing starts to glow 
when they reach each other. When they touch and move their bodies, the clothing reacts and lights up in tandem with 
their movement and touch patterns."

And suddenly -- For the first time in more than 67 days they (Emily & Michael) 
are together, in the same physical space. Maybe (most likely) this is a dance. 
Maybe there’s music reminiscent of their previous Skype dance-off. They do not 
speak. They re-discover each other."!

Michael!
It’s good to see you.!!

Emily!
Shut up.!!

She smashes her face into his. Make-out! Joy! Physicality! "
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They take selfies after having related to each other with touch for a while. Their 
pictures of fun times take over the space."

!!!!
LEVELS OF INTIMACY!
________________________________________________________________!
Continued !

NARR."
(In an almost Siri-like voice)"

There are several levels of intimacy one may choose when deciding to interact 
with another human being.!!
Level 10: Talking!!
Level 11: Listening!

Transition to…"

TRACES FROM A ROMANCE AT A DISTANCE!
________________________________________________________________!
Poetry that finds itself into the internet space."

You're better at the internet than I am When I see you in chat 
With all the glowing golden light 
I am in the hallway with the fluorescents!

I want to do an image search of real life and pull all the things closer 
that look like you  
the indentation of that tree!

the strangers at the concert 
the old farmhouse in the distance all come closer 
I pull them closer 
because you are far away!

when we're in the same room 
it feels less real  
like we're both robots 
like we're artificial representations all this messy flesh!

all our smells and hands like when we venture near we're animals 
we're dogs 
sniffing!

TRANSITION: !
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A big hand swipes all contents/people off the Giant tablet and swipes on the next 
episode."!

INTIMATE!
________________________________________________________________!
Emily & Michael find themselves relaxing into their places on a bed or couch. Only now they bring their electronic devices 
with them. Very close physically, but perhaps very emotionally distant?"!
CLOSING THE BOOK (Pt. 4)!
________________________________________________________________!
Michael opens a YouTube clip. It’s a viral video. Of Miranda talking about Facebook. Maybe it’s the same video from earli-
er?"!

Miranda 
(Tries holding self together) 

I am sorry for posting so much guys. I just… this has been really hard on 
me. I did say I would be posting occasionally, who know occasionally was a syn-
onym for always! I’m I right… I am really trying. Hey don’t give me that look. !
 I wanted to thank all of you for being so great throughout my journey of 
Facebook-less-ness. I really do love y’all, like so much. I promise to be strong, 
and draw from the strength I get from all of you! 

(regains composure) 
Yours, 
Forever and Always, 

(Smile and Wink) 
Miranda !
CYBER WIDOWS!
________________________________________________________________!
A & B in bed together in their comfy pants. They’re half-watching viral videos on Facebook. Michael is typing on his laptop. 
Emily is playing a game on her phone with the sound on. This goes on for a while."!

Emily!
What are we even watching?! !

Michael!
It’s some viral video of a super obsessed Facebook girl.!!

Emily!
What?! !

Michael!
We can watch something else.! !

Emily!
No, it’s fine.!!

They return to their respective devices. "
Emily gets a text. Laughs at it. Doesn’t explain the joke."
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!
Michael!

(writes a text message)"
Hey!

sends it"
Miss you!

sends it"!
Emily!

(looks at him)!
I’m right here.!!

She closes her laptop."
They look into each other’s real live eyes."

Suddenly their connection grows into a large human network."
The themes of the Overture/Cell Phone Symphony return."!

SHUT DOWN!
________________________________________________________________!
Someone “powers down” the Giant tablet!!
POST SHOW!
________________________________________________________________!
Levels of Intimacy suddenly comes back, only this time…"!
LEVELS OF INTIMACY!
________________________________________________________________!
Continued !

NARR."
(In an almost Siri-like voice)"

There are several levels of intimacy one may choose when deciding to interact 
with another human being.!!
Level 3.5: Instagram!

(picture of a delicious donut)"!
Giant tablet turns back on, scrolls through YouTube clips, email, websites, Facebook, common online activities!!!
!
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Appendix B: 

RE/CONNECT Score 
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Appendix C: 

RE/CONNECT TECH PACKET 
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Appendix D: 

Memo from K.A. Weller 
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Appendix E: 

IRB Approval Form 
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Appendix F:  

IRB Consent Form 
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Glossary 

!
Devised Theatre - a method of distributing the task of creating, designing, direct-

ing, implementing a theatrical production as a team, as opposed to the standard model of 

one director having the majority of control over a performance 

SAC - Student Activity Center  - on the campus of the University of Texas at 1

Austin served as location of RE/CONNECT  performance 

UT - The University of Texas at Austin  2

 Media -  artificial storytelling devices used in live performance and enter-

tainment. This includes digital or analog video or audio such as video projectors, 

LED displays, amplifiers, speakers, LCD (liquid crystal display) monitors, CRT 

(cathode ray tube) monitors, LED (light-emitting diodes) monitors. 

!
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